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Bruns, J. A. Emig
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In order to benchmark and improve current 2D radiation magnetohydrodynmnic (MI-ID) models of Z-pinch
plasmas, we have performed experiments which characterize the plasma conditions at stagnation In the
experiments the SATURN puked power facility at Sandia National Laboratmy was used to create an imploding
&-Ne plasma. An absolutely ealibmt@ high resolution space- and time-resolving Johann crystal spectrometer
was used to infer the electron temperature Te from h slope of the hydrogerdike Ne &e-bound eontinu~ and
the ion density ni from the Stark broadening of the Ar heliuxnlike Rydberg series. 2D eleetron temprmture
profiles of the plasma are obtained from a set of imaging crystals also foeussed on the Ne free-bound
continuum. We shot two types of gas nozzles in the experimen~ annular and uniform fillj which varies the
amount of mass in the Plasma. 2D local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) and non-LlT3 MHD models Dre&t

a radiating region den.& and cooler than measd

INTRODUCTION

Z-pinch accelerators have been used for many years as x-
ray sources (P > 1 TW, E < 3 keV, t - 40 ns) for
applications such as materials testing and x-ray lithography
and rnicroseopy(l). However, due to the complexity of the
pinch dynamics these sources have not been modeled from
first principles. Furthermore, direct comparison with
experiment has been di.ffkult beeause of a lack of high
precision data (poor resolution, time integrating
speetrometers). Therefore, there is clearly a need for high
resolutioxL time-gated diagnostics which can be used to test
current 2D radiation MHD models(2).

In this paper we present the first high-resolutio~ time-
resolved measurements of a Z-pinch plasma. The purpose
of this experiment was to provide high quality data on the
plasma conditions to compare with models. The goal
would be to provide a predictive capability in order to
optimize x-ray output and to scale the output to larger future
sources.

EXPERIMENT

The SATURN accelerator located at Sandia National
Laboratory in Albuquerque, NM(3) was the x-ray source
used in the experiment. The peak power of the generator
was 15 TW. Hot Ne-Ar plasmas are formed by injecting
600 ~g annular or 200 ~g uniform 90’%.Ne-10% Ar neutral

- gas columns into the 5 x 10-5 torr vacuum between the
anode and cathode of the device. A pair of UV flashboards
preionize the gas, and SATURN is fired 1 ps later which
delivers -8 MA at 1.9 MV to the load. The J X B force

. . .

eases the plasma to implode at v = 108 cmk. The plasma
stagnates or nxtches & eyliical axis in 60-90 ns, and a
burst of x-mys is released as the plasma kinetic energy is
transferred to x-mys.

A high resolution space- and time-resolving Johann
crystal speertometer was used to monitor the x-rays in the
experiment. The spectrometer is equipped with three 100
pm verticrd inaging slits which xadially image the source
with a magni.tleation of 1.7. The data wem taken using the
spectrometer with four separate c@als. We used 10 cm
long ADP(101) and quartz(l 120) crystals with lattice
spacings of 2d = 10.64A and4.912 A, ~speetively. The
crystals were bent to radii of curvature of 50 cm and the x-
rays were spectrally dispersed and focussed at the 25 cm
Rowland circle radius. The nxolving power of the setup is
E/AE = 3000. The spectrometer was set to a nominal
Bragg angle of 40”. The total x-ray energy range covered
was 1.6-2.0 keV for the ADP crystal and 3.4-4.4 keV for
the quartz cxystal. In order to obtain 2D images of the
plasma we used 1 cm long ADP(101) and quartz(l 120)
crystals bent to radii of eurvatute of 88 cm. Crystals bent ‘
to this radius produce monochromatic images of the pkasma
at the 25 cm Rowland circle in the spectrrd direetiom The
Bragg angles for the ADP and quartz crystals were set
independently to 35” and 42.5”, respectively. The ADP
and quartz imaging crystals had a demagn~lcation of 7.7
and 4.6, repeetively in the axial direetion. A schematic of
the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. We record the x-
rays on a twodimensional gated microchannel plate (MCP)
detector with three active striplines which can be biased to
different voltages coupled to a phosphor coated fiber optic
plate. The MCP, coated with a Au photoeathode, is active
for 1 ns of the typical 40 m x-ray pulse of SATURN. The
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FIGURE 1. Schematicdrawing of the experimentalsetup.

data were recorded on Kodak optical Th4AX fti. A He-like(l-3), He-lilm(l+, and H-like(l-3). The lines on the
microdensitometer was used to meastm the fti optical middle strip illuminated by the quartz crystal are the He-
density vemus position Each piece of fti was developed and H-like Ar Rydberg series. We mesure form the He-
with a preexposed calibrated step wedge to convert optical like(l-3) to the He-liie(l-9) and fmm the H-like(l-3) to the
density to x-ray expsure. H-like(l-9). Superimposed on the Rydberg series is the

Fig. 2 shows a typical piece of film data from an Ar-Ne hydrogenlike neon fro-bound continuum radiation from
shot.. The broad band exposute running across the top strip 3.44.4 keV. The bottom strip shows the monochromatic
from the ADP crystal is radiation due to xecombirtationonto 2D imagesof the plasma from the ADP (left) and the quatz
bare neon ions resulting in the hydrogerdike free-bound (right) crystals of the hydrogerdike neon-free bound
continuum from 1.6-2.0 keV. The bright lines running continuum at 2.03 keV and 3.73 keV, respectively.
vertically on the strip are 2nd order Ar Rydberg series lines

e

Contiuurn

FXGURE2. A typical piece of tilm data showing radiallyresolvd Sp@mof an 10% Ar- 90% Ne z-pinch plasma in the top two
strips. The bottom strip shows two-dimensional monochromaticimages of the plasma.
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FIGURE 3. Heliumlike and hydrogerdikeAr Rydbag series for uniform and annular fill z-pinch plasmas.

RESULTS

A plot of the heliurrdike and hydrogenlike Rydbag series
is shown for both a uniform and annular gas puffin Fig. 3.
The spectra is obtained by taking a horizontal projection of
the data on the center strip as in Fig. 2. The uniform fill
plasmas which had less mass and were less dense implode
at a faster We@ stagnate on axis with a highereleetmn
temperature, and reach a higher ionization balance. This
was evident from the data in Fig. 3 showing that the
uniform fill gas p@s had a higher ratio of the H-like to He-
Iike k Rydberg series.

The electron density ne, ion density ni, and ion
temperature Ti are inferred from a fit to the He-like Ar
Rydberg series. We performed a two component Gaussian
least-squared fit to the data. One component was assumed to

be due to a constant Doppler line broadening and the other
due to Stark broadening in which the width of the lines was
assumed to vary as N2 ne2D where N is the principle
quantum number of the upper level in the Rydberg
transition From the Doppler width we interpreted the ion
temperature to be 36 lceV, but this may also be evidence of
turbulence or mass motion. To infer the electron density we
compared the experimental Stark width from the fit to that
computed by the l’OTAL calculation(4). TOTAL is a code
in which the Stark broadening of line radiation in a plasma
can be determined from the electric microfiekis produced at
the radiator by ion and electron perturbers. We determined
an electron density of 0.8 x 1021 cm-3 for the annular gas
puff. Assuming this electron density and a plasma
consisting of 90°A NelO+ and 10°/0Ar16+, the density of
the plasma is 0.0028 g/cm3.
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FIGURE 4. One- and two-dimensional electron temperature maps can be determined from spectra and monochromatic images of the
Ne free-bound continuum near 2 and 4 keV.
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~The 2D electron temperatures Te arc determined from the
slope of the hydrogenlike Ne free-bound continuum
radiation for these optically thin plasmas. The slope is
computed by taking the ratio of the ADP and quartz x-my
intensities I(E) and I(E+AE), respectively, where E is the
photon energy and using the I(E)/I(E+AE) = exp(AE/kTe)
intensity fall off of a Maxwellian electron velocity
distribution. The intensity ratios are corrected for absolute
spectrometer efficiency of each crystal, Be-filter
transmission, MCP detector gating response, film
sensitivity, x-ray tmnsmission through the gas column, and
the magnification dHerence for the ADP and qumtz imaging
cIYstals. The spectrometer was absolutely calibrated using
Au bremsstrahlung x-rays produced by a ManSon source.
We meamued the diffracted x-rays on the detector using a
single photon counting photomultiplier tube (PMT) system
relative to the direct x-ray flux monitored by a windowless
lithiun-drifted silicon Si(Li) detector. The radial temperature
profiles were determined by taking mdial projections of the
Ne free-bound radiation from the ADP crystal data (top strip
in Fig. 2) at an x-ray energy of 1.7 keV and from the quartz
crystal at 3.7 keV (middle strip in Fig. 2). Similarly, the
axial temperature profiles were inferrred from axial
projections of the 2D monochromatic Ne free-bound images
from the ADP and quartz imaging cqwta.ls at x-ray energies
of 2.03 keV and 3.73 keV, respectively, as seen on the
bottom strip in Fig. 2. The results are shown on Fig. 4.
We measured peak radial and axial electron temperatures of
1.2 keV for the annular fill plasma and 1.6 keV for the
uniform fill plasma.

We have compared our results to both 2D local
thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) simulations(2) where the
level populations are statistically populated and 2D non-
LTE calculations where the populations are determined by
rate equations. The predicted x-ray pulse widths and total
radiation yields are in reasonable agreement with the
measurements. However, the models also give higher
densities, smaller radii, and lower temperatures at stagnation
when compared with the experiment. The 2D LTE

calculation predicts a stagnation density of-1 g/cm3 and
the fidl width at half maximum (FWHM) of the pinch to be
- microns vs. 2 mm for the experiment with an electron
temperate of 300 eV. The 2D non-LTE model gives an
improved stagnation density of-10-2 j#cm3 with a FWMH
pinch of 0.5 mm and an electron temperature of 700 eV. In
these models in which the plasma cools by radiating during
the implosion the fiml predicted temperatures are too low
to produce the H-like Ar ionization state seen in the
measurement. Tle discreprmcies could be due to 3D effects
such as additional angular momentum breaking the
azimuthal symmetry and turbulence in the equation of state
which both would prevent the plasma from reaching the
high densities at stagnation

In conclusion we have performed the first high resolution
time-resolved measurements of the plasma conditions of a
Z-pinch accelerator at stagmtion. 2D electron temperature
profiles, electron densities, ion temperatures, and ion
densities we~ inferied to compare with 2D radiation MHD
models. We find the simulations predict plasmas that are
too dense, tightly pinched, and cool at stagmtion. Possible

3D effects and adding turbulence may explain these
disc~pancies.
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